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The type of  “speaking for others” poems is very important in Tang dynasty, 
which interested many authors at that time. However, this type of poems has not 
been studied entirely and systematically until now, though it is very special both 
in content and artistic forms.  
This paper mainly studies Tang dynasty’s “speaking for others” poems in 
three aspects. First of all, this paper defines the type of “speaking for others” 
poems and makes clear its course of development，especially in Wei-Jin-Six 
dynasty. Secondly，this paper narrates the prosperous condition of Tang dynasty’
s “speaking for others” poems and puts them into contrast with the YueFu 
poems.What’s more, we choose one special form as “speaking for couple” to 
describe in detail. At last，this paper analyzes the cause of creation and the artistic 
characteristic of Tang dynasty’s “speaking for others” poems. They are regarded 
to have characters as follows: Double Narration，Technique of Metaphor and 
Implicit in Artistic Style. 
In a word, the study about these problems above is to show how the 
“speaking for others” poems are producing，growing and coming into the 
prosperous age. Besides，this paper wants to analyze this kind of poems’features 
in content，means of artistic expression and psychological mechanism in creation. 
By this reasearch, the importance of “speaking for others ”poems in poetical and 
literary history can be showed comprehensively and objectively. 
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